
 

Actin cytoskeleton remodeling protects tumor
cells against immune attack
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Confocal microscopy image. Accumulation of actin filaments (in green) at the
immunological synapse of a resistant cancer cell in contact with an NK cell (in
red). Cell nuclei are shown in blue. Credit: LIH
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Cancer cells have evolved multiple escape strategies to circumvent the
body's immune defenses, such as the attack by natural killer (NK) cells
that normally kill abnormal cells by releasing cytotoxic products. While
studying breast cancer cell lines, Dr. Clément Thomas' research team at
the Luxembourg Institute of Health (LIH) uncovered a previously
unknown mechanism that leaves tumor cells unharmed by NK cell-
mediated cytotoxicity.

The researchers observed a fast and prominent accumulation of actin
filaments at the contact point between resistant cancer cells and NK
cells, a process they called actin response. Such cytoskeletal remodeling
seems to be protective due to an insufficient amount of cytotoxic
proteins being transferred from NK cells to target cells. From a
mechanistic perspective, the actin response was shown to be associated
with increased levels of inhibitory ligands and immune checkpoint
proteins in the cell-to-cell contact region. The scientists published their
findings in the August issue of Cancer Research.

The Laboratory of Experimental Cancer Research at LIH's Department
of Oncology conducts clinically oriented research aiming at
understanding how cancer cells evolve progressively and acquire
aggressive features. The Cytoskeleton and Cancer Progression research
group, led by Dr. Clément Thomas, focuses in particular on the actin
cytoskeleton and related signaling pathways in the context of breast
cancer. The actin cytoskeleton is essential for maintaining the shape of
cells and enabling motility, and plays critical roles in tumor cell invasion
and metastasis. Until now, it remained unclear whether the cytoskeleton
also contributes to immune evasion, rendering cancer cells resistant to
attacks by the immune system.

Actin mounts up in resistant tumor cells

Cancer cells are able to develop resistance to immune attack by escaping
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from NK-mediated cell death. Tumor immune escape is a major hurdle
limiting the efficacy of current immunotherapies. In the present research
work, Dr. Antoun Al Absi, Dr. Thomas and co-workers investigated
whether the actin cytoskeleton plays a role in immune evasion. "When
NK cells or cytotoxic T cells get in contact with target cells, a so-called
immunological synapse is formed," explains Dr. Thomas. "This contact
interface allows NK cells to focus and release cytotoxic granules toward
the target cells leading to their killing. It is well known that
rearrangement of the cytoskeleton inside NK cells is necessary for the
formation of the immunological synapse and granule release to the target
cells. However, the organization of actin filaments in target cells remains
poorly explored. This gave us impulse to investigate what happens with
the cytoskeleton of cancer cells in contact with NK cells."

The scientists thus took a closer look at possible alterations of the actin
cytoskeleton in breast cancer cells comparing NK-mediated cytotoxicity
resistant and susceptible cell lines. They revealed that all the cell lines
they investigated contain two subpopulations: one showing a very
prominent accumulation of actin filaments at the level of the
immunological synapse, and one with no such accumulation. "When
using high-throughput imaging flow cytometry we observed that actin
massively concentrates at the immunological synapse in tumor cells
resistant to NK cytotoxicity, indicating a causal link between this actin
response and resistance," states Dr. Al Absi who conducted the major
part of the experimental work.

Actin(g) as a protection

To be sure that the actin response is truly associated to the resistance
phenotype, the researchers conducted experiments in which genes were
silenced to impair actin polymerization. This abolished the actin
response and made previously resistant cancer cells remarkably more
susceptible to NK cell attack. Thus, the actin response is linked to the
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protection of cancer cells against the attack of NK cells.

The team next analyzed the effects of the actin rearrangement in cancer
cells at the molecular level. "We observed a difference in the density of
ligands on the surface of cancer cells." On cells with an actin response, a
significant increase in immune-inhibitory ligands such as HLA-A, -B, -C
and the immune checkpoint protein PD-L1 was found at the contact site
with NK cells. On top of that, we detected that a lower amount of the
cytotoxic protein granzyme B reaches the resistant target cell," explains
Dr. Al Absi. The researchers thus concluded that the actin response
protects cancer cells from lysis by limiting the accumulation of
granzyme B. They are currently evaluating the hypothesis that the actin
response actually drives the local recruitment of immune-inhibitory
ligands to alter the cytotoxic function of immune cells.

Finally, to validate their results, Dr. Al Absi and co-workers also
monitored the actin response using primary NK cells isolated from
donors to exclude that the phenomenon is solely observable with the NK
cell line initially used for the study. Indeed, the actin response and its
protective effects were also observed in this context.

The present research work revealed a new fascinating mechanism by
which cancer cells escape from the immune response and may pave the
way for new cancer treatment options. "The actin response that drives
breast cancer cell resistance to NK-cell mediated cell lysis presents an
interesting therapeutic target," stresses Dr. Thomas. "We now need to
investigate the molecular pathways that underlie the actin response and
search for components that could be directly targeted by drugs. We hope
that we will find a way to sensitize resistant cancer cells to NK cell-
mediated cytotoxicity as this would considerably improve the efficacy of
NK cell-based immunotherapy. Moreover, we are now evaluating the
possibility that the actin response also provides resistance against
cytotoxic T cells."
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  More information: Antoun Al Absi et al, Actin Cytoskeleton
Remodeling Drives Breast Cancer Cell Escape from Natural
Killer–Mediated Cytotoxicity, Cancer Research (2018). DOI:
10.1158/0008-5472.CAN-18-0441
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